
Cairns Golf Club
Irrigation upgrade



Where are we now?



Golfer safety and inconvenience

• Morning watering impacts golf play through sprinkler obstruction and wet areas
• Detraction from course presentation, particularly visiting guests. 
• Use of recycled water during opening hours is not best practice for golfer safety



Pump station

• Antiquated pump station, with multiple large components close to failure
• Single speed pumps, leading to over pressuring system and vastly increased electricity costs
• Lack of filtration, leading to sprinkler blockages and inefficiencies due to required repairs
• Small pipe sizing, creating longer watering time periods, often during peak electricity tariffs



Unirrigated vs irrigated

• Significant reduction in turf quality on unirrigated areas
• Inability to apply turf products, such as pre-emergent herbicides to reduce weed infestations
• Lacking in aesthetic appeal, particularly for visiting golfers
• Increased temperatures on holes where there is inadequate irrigation 



Turf quality and playability

• Bare, open lies, leading to underwhelming golf playability
• Increase in weed prevalence on bare areas
• Significant reduction in overall turf quality on unirrigated areas



Pressure and accuracy

• Poor operating pressure, leading to both under/overwatering of key areas, such as greens
• Longer run times of sprinklers required, leading to increased electricity charges
• Reduction in surface quality on key areas during extended dry periods
• Off target irrigation, such as on surrounds and bunkers, reducing playability. 



Manual vs automated

• Current labour spend of approximately 70 hours weekly during dry times
• Still losing ground in regards to turf quality, even with this spend
• Grossly inefficient
• Modern computer technology allows for all watering to be set with just 5-10 minutes of 

programming from the superintendent’s office each afternoon



Efficiency

• Currently our system is controlled via manual operation, or small, “backyard variety” garden timers in 
valve boxes around our greens, leading to regular failures 

• Modern technology/hydrology has the ability to water with multiple irrigation heads at one time, 
reducing electricity charges and watering timeframes



Our new design has all fairways and key areas irrigated, which will lead to a significantly 
improved golf course product overall. This system will set the course up well for at least 
the  next 30 years and significantly improve standards across the course.



Benefits to the club and membership 
• Eliminate turf decline during the dry months 

• Accurate water application, leading to even turf coverage and moisture content

• Ability to apply turf products, such as pre-emergent herbicides and wetting agents, which 
will help reduce weed infestation across the course and improve turf quality 

• Part circle sprinklers on greens, allowing the ability to just water greens (and not surrounds 
or bunkers)

• Better allocation of resources (70hrs), which will go into improving other aspects of the 
course, such as our foreign grass issue on greens, bunker drainage etc.

• Minimise impact to golfers, allowing for faster play and improved course presentation and 
reputation

• Efficient water use (valve in head), allows us to apply water exactly where we want it, rather 
than the current block pattern where multiple sprinklers turn on at once

• Improved power efficiency , through variable speed pumps and overnight pumping

• Benefits to environment/golfer safety by operating irrigation throughout the night

• Vastly improved course standards, leading to increased golfer satisfaction and positive 
impact on revenue for Cairns Golf Club 



Summary

It is difficult to encapsulate in such a short presentation just how poor our irrigation 
system is. From an inadequate pump station that is grossly inefficient in terms of 
energy consumption, all the way through to undersized pipes, poor routing of the 
irrigation layout, consistent pipe and sprinkler failures and significant areas on the 
course that have no irrigation at all. Most of our irrigation system is at least 50 years 
old. A typical irrigation system has an approximate lifespan of 30 years, before certain 
sections start require significant replacement/upgrade/repair. 

We currently spend up to 70 hours a week during peak dry season on various aspects 
of irrigation alone, trying to keep our course alive. Looking outside, it is easy to see 
that we are rapidly losing ground in our battle. Each year key system components, 
including pumps, mainlines and sprinklers are failing rapidly. We have been fortunate 
for the past 30 years to have Trevor “Tricky” running the irrigation system as best as he 
could. He is due to retire in December and this presents the club with an excellent 
opportunity to upgrade the system to modern technology. 



Summary

A new system has the ability to allocate energy resources to a vastly more efficient pump 
station. This will include multi stage pumps, an “on standby” system that switches on/off as it is 
required, good filtration and adequate mainline sizing, allowing significant flow and more 
efficient application of water. Not only will there be significantly more sprinkler coverage, but 
they will be capable of applying water down to the second, which will help deliver consistently 
improved surface quality. Safety will be improved, as will golfer satisfaction, as we will all but 
eliminate day-time watering, with the exception of specific turf products that require irrigation. 

Overall, playing surfaces will improve, leading to improved membership retention and visitor 
attraction. There is little doubt the improved surfaces will have a positive correlation with the 
club’s bottom line. Aesthetically, the course will improve dramatically, even while reducing 
labour inputs to the irrigation system by approximately 40-50% during dry season. Greens 
surfaces will continue to improve, as will all other aspects on the course. 

As you can see, a new irrigation system represents a huge amount of improvement to Cairns 
Golf Club. While it is a large expense, there is little doubt the quality improvements that will 
result will be absolutely amazing and will help secure the club’s future for the next 30 years. 


